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1 PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
1.1 This report outlines the results of a public consultation exercise 

undertaken for the Hopecroft Planning Brief: Supplementary Guidance.  
A summary of the representations received, officers’ responses and 
detail of any resulting action is provided in Appendix 1 of this Report.  
Full, un-summarised copies of representations are detailed in Appendix 
2. 

 
2 RECOMMENDATION(S) 
 
2.1 It is recommended that the Committee: 
 

(a) Note the representations received on the draft Hopecroft 
Planning Brief: Supplementary Guidance document; 

 
(b) Approve Appendix 1, which includes officers’ responses to 

representations received and any necessary actions; 
 

(c) Agree for officers to send the finalised Supplementary Guidance 
document to be ratified by the Scottish Government. 

 
2.2 Definitions 
 

‘Supplementary Guidance’ (SG) – this is adopted and issued by a 
planning authority in connection with a Local Development Plan and, as 
a result, any such guidance will form part of the Development Plan. 
Before adoption, the SG must be publicised, and a period specified for 
representations to be made. This specified consultation period includes 
the targeting of key consultees and stakeholders who may wish the 
opportunity to comment.  Following the specified consultation period, 
and as a result of comments received, relevant changes will be made 
to the final document before reporting back to Committee and 
subsequent submission to Scottish Ministers for ratification.  After 28 
days have elapsed, the authority may then adopt the guidance unless 
Scottish Ministers have directed otherwise. 
 



3 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
3.1 There are no direct financial implications arising from this report outwith 

normal officer time to evaluate the consultation results.  The developers 
have met the cost of preparing the Planning Brief.  Any future 
publication costs can be met through existing budgets.  

 
4 OTHER IMPLICATIONS 
 
4.1 There are no known property, legal or equipment implications arising 

from this report. 
 
4.2 The progression of the SG document will provide a clear strategy for 

decision making, allowing comprehensive guidance for both applicants 
and officers, thereby making a significant contribution towards the 
Council’s aim of promoting and achieving sustainable development.  
Detailed area-based SG also has value in reducing officer time spent 
on application discussions. 

 
4.3 A Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA): Screening Report was 

undertaken on the Hopecroft site.  The report concluded that an SEA is 
not required because the Brief is unlikely to have significant 
environmental effects.  This conclusion was confirmed by the 3 key 
statutory agencies through their consultation responses which were 
received on 13 December 2012.  The 3 key agencies are Scottish 
Natural Heritage, Scottish Environmental Protection Agency and 
Historic Scotland.  

 
5 BACKGROUND / MAIN ISSUES 
 
5.1 The Hopecroft Planning Brief has been prepared as a framework for 

the future development of land identified in the Aberdeen Local 
Development Plan (ALDP) (2012) as Opportunity Site OP20.  It was 
produced by Optimised Environments Ltd. (OPEN) on behalf of 
Persimmon Homes and the Rowett Research Institute. 

 
5.2 The Hopecroft Planning Brief can be viewed by accessing the following 

link: 
 

www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/masterplanning

5.3 The Hopecroft Planning Brief was presented to Development 
Management Sub-Committee on 6 December 2012 (Item No. 3.2) 
where the Committee approved the recommendations to; (a) approve 
the Hopecroft Planning Brief as interim planning advice; and (b) Agree 
for officers’ to implement the process to ratify the Planning Brief as 
Supplementary Guidance – this included a 4 week public consultation. 

 



Consultation process 
 
5.4 The public consultation period ran from Thursday 3 January 2013 until 

12 noon Thursday 31 February 2013, as recommended by Committee 
to fall outwith the Christmas and New Year holiday period and in 
accordance with the Aberdeen Masterplanning Process (EPI/12/231, 
Item No. 4). 

 
5.5 Bucksburn and Newhills Community Council were given advance 

notification of the upcoming consultation 2 weeks before the 6 
December Committee meeting.  This included a hard copy of the 
Hopecroft Planning Brief.  

 
5.6 Key consultees were contacted regarding the public consultation prior 

to its formal start date and a reminder letter sent in the New Year.  A 
hard copy of the Hopecroft Planning Brief document was also sent to 
the Bucksburn and Newhills Community Council.  

 
5.7 The following list highlights the key parties that were consulted: 
 

Bucksburn & Newhills Community 
Council 

Scottish Natural Heritage 

Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic 
Planning Authority 

Historic Scotland 

Aberdeenshire Council Scottish Enterprise Grampian 
ACSEF Transport Scotland 
Forestry Commission Scotland NHS Grampian 
Scottish Water NESTRANS 
SEPA Planning Gain 

5.8 The Hopecroft Planning Brief was available to view and publicised via 
the following methods: 

 
• Publication of document on Aberdeen City Council Website ‘Current 

Consultations’ page 
http://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/consultations

• Publication of document on Aberdeen City Council Website 
‘Masterplanning’ page 
http://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/masterplanning

• Hard copy of document available for viewing at Marischal College 
between 9am and 5pm Monday to Friday, by contacting the 
Planning and Sustainable Development Reception.  Relevant 
planning officers were also identified to be available to help answer 
queries from members of the public who visited the Planning 
Reception regarding the Hopecroft Planning Brief.  

 
• Press Release from Aberdeen City Council issued on 7 January 

2013 entitled “Views sought on Hopecroft Planning Brief”. 



http://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/CouncilNews/ci_cns/pr_Hopecroft_
planningbrief_070113.asp

• Information giving details of the consultation and how to submit 
comments provided by relevant Planning Officer via radio interview 
with Original 106 Radio.  

 
• Information giving details of the consultation published on the 

Aberdeen Local Development Plan Facebook and Twitter pages on 
17 January 2013. 

 
Consultation results 
 
5.9 Representations on the Hopecroft Planning Brief could be submitted by 

email or post.  A total of 12 representations were received during the 
consultation, from the following: 

 
• Transport Scotland 
• Scottish Water  
• Historic Scotland 
• Scottish Environmental Protection Agency 
• Scottish Natural Heritage 
• Aberdeen Cycle Forum 
• 6 local residents 

 
5.10 It should be noted that all comments received as part of the 

consultation are shared with the developers, their design team, relevant 
Planning Officers, and relevant Roads Officers for consideration during 
the planning application process.  

 
5.11 Members will note from Appendices 1 and 2 that a number of the 

representations queried the number of units the Brief proposes for the 
site.  It is acknowledged that the ALDP OP20 site allocation is for 30 
units, however the Brief indicates that up to 65 units may be 
accommodated.  Despite this significant increase in numbers, Officers 
consider the Hopecroft Planning Brief to be acceptable, and consistent 
with the Vision and underlying objectives of the adopted Aberdeen 
Local Development Plan 2012.   

5.12 The site was first identified as an opportunity for housing in the 
Finalised Aberdeen Local Plan “Green Spaces – New Places” in 2004 
and has since been carried forward to the current Aberdeen Local 
Development Plan (ALDP) (2012).  The Reporters Report on the 2008 
Local Plan originally set the allocation for 30 units based on constraints 
relating to noise and existing mature trees.  The Planning Brief has 
investigated these specific concerns and proposes a development 
layout which attempts to address these constraints.  This exercise has 
been informed by both a Tree Report and a Report on Road and Air 
Traffic Noise.  Section 4 of the Brief discusses this exercise in detail. 

 



5.13 The site’s land use zoning is ‘Residential Areas’.  Proposals must 
therefore be assessed under Policy H1, which states that applications 
for new residential development will be approved provided they meet 
the criteria set out in this policy.  The Hopecroft Planning Brief includes 
(in Sections 5.1 and 7.2.2) an analysis of the density and character of 
the surrounding area which, coupled with consideration of the site 
constraints (particularly trees and noise), has gone on to inform the 
potential capacity of the site.   

 
5.14 The resulting conclusion of up to 65 units on this 3.3 hectare site 

equates to just under 20 units per hectare.  The surrounding housing 
development equates to approximately 23 units per hectare.  As such, 
the suggested density, although resulting in a greater number of units 
than set out in the adopted Local Development Plan, is considered to 
be acceptable in this particular situation. The proposed number of units 
includes a mix of size and type housing to suit varying needs.   

 
5.15 The Brief is consistent with other ALDP policies and the layout 

proposed does not constitute overdevelopment of the site.  The design 
principles outlined in the Brief do not adversely impact on the character 
or amenity of the surrounding residential area.  The Planning Brief is 
considered to satisfactorily address in design terms the proposed 
housing development. 

 
5.16 It is also relevant to note that the fields beyond the Lover’s Lane 

boundary are no longer Green Belt, but allocated as Opportunity Site 
OP30 Rowett South, to be masterplanned as part of the wider Newhills 
Expansion area development.  As such, this site is no longer on the 
Urban Edge, but a key site to connect existing and proposed future 
residential areas. 

 
5.17 An application for Detailed Planning Permission was submitted on 08 

January 2013 by Persimmon Homes and the Rowett Research 
Institute.  The period for representations for this application expires on 
7 February 2013.  Consultation comments received during the public 
consultation on the Planning Brief will be fed into the planning 
application assessment process. 

 
6 IMPACT 
 
6.1 The proposal contributes to the Single Outcome Priorities: 10.  We live 

in well-designed, sustainable places where we are able to access the 
amenities and services we need; and, 12 – We value and enjoy our 
built and natural environment and protect and enhance it for future 
generations. 

 
6.2 The proposal contributes to the 5 Year Business Plan in terms of 

objective – Communication and Community Engagement; sharing our 
plans and aspirations for the city; and, facilitating new development 
projects to improve Aberdeen’s living environment. 



6.3 The proposal contributes towards the Aberdeen City Council 
Administrations vision for Aberdeen: 2012 – 2017, particularly creating 
a City which is a great place to live and bring up a family. 

 
6.4 The proposal is consistent with the Council’s Corporate Plan in 

particular with regard to delivering high levels of design from all 
development, maintaining an up-to-date planning framework, 
sustainable development and open space provision.  

 
6.5 The proposal is consistent with the Planning and Sustainable Service 

Plan, in particular engaging the community in the planning process, 
and the delivery of plans/briefs in line with Aberdeen Masterplanning 
Process.  

 
7 BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 
7.1 Hopecroft Planning Brief Report (Agenda Item 3.2, Development 

Management Sub-Committee, 6/12/2013) 
http://committees.aberdeencity.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=348
&MId=2554&Ver=4

7.2 The Hopecroft Planning Brief (November 2012) can be viewed by 
accessing the following link: 
www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/masterplanning

7.3 Aberdeen Local Development Plan (2012) 
http://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/nmsruntime/saveasdialog.asp?lID=422
78&sID=9484

7.4 Aberdeen Masterplanning Process 2008 (article 22, Planning 
Committee Minute, 6/11/08) 
http://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/Planning/pla/pla_planningbriefs.asp

7.5 Aberdeen Masterplanning Process Report (Agenda item 1.1, 
Enterprise, Planning & Infrastructure Committee, 6/11/12) 
http://committees.aberdeencity.gov.uk/mgConvert2PDF.aspx?ID=2268
6
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Hopecroft Planning Brief (OP20)

Transport Scotland

Summary of Representation Officers Response Action as a result of
Representation

Welcome that the Planning Brief recognises
the need to contribute to the Strategic
Transport Fund and that access will be
taken from the local road network.

Comments noted. No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.

Scottish Water

Summary of Representation Officers Response Action as a result of
Representation

The following guidance is provided in
regards to the water and wastewater
infrastructure required to support this
proposed 65 house
development:-

Water: There is currently sufficient capacity
in the Invercannie Water Treatment Works
and the local network to service the
demands of this development.

A 110mm MDPE link main should be
provided with points of connection off the
existing 4" mains at NGR 388410 810011
and 388573 810194. Dead ends should be

Comments noted. No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.

Advise developer to
submit technical
drawings for the
proposed water and
wastewater
infrastructure to
gain approval from
Scottish Water’s
technical design
team.



avoided within the development.

Scottish Water's current minimum level of
service for water pressure is 1.0 bar or 10m
head in the public main. Any property which
cannot be adequately serviced using this
pressure may require private pumping
arrangements installed, subject to
compliance with the current water byelaws.

Wastewater: There is currently sufficient
capacity in the Persley Waste Water
Treatment Works and the local network to
service the demands of this development.

All foul should discharge Water sewer and
we request that foul and surface water be
separated within the development.

The developer will still be required to submit
their technical drawings for the proposed
water and wastewater infrastructure to gain
approval from our technical design team.

To the existing foul or combined sewer we
recommend care be taken in identifying the
best connection point given the level and
slope of the site in relation to existing
sewers. These levels are not apparent on
our system and these will have to be



established by the submission of a suitable
drainage layout plan.

Surface water is to discharge to the local
watercourse with permission to be granted
by SEPA and Aberdeen City Council.
Historic Scotland

Summary of Representation Officers Response Action as a result of
Representation

We would advise you also seek comments
from Aberdeen City Council’s Conservation
and Archaeology Services who will also be
able to advise on the potential for significant
impacts on the historic environment and of
potential impacts and mitigation for any sites
of regional and local importance.

Having studied the supplied brief I note that
none of our statutory interests will be
affected by the proposals for the area in
question. Therefore, other than welcoming
the preparation of the planning brief I can
confirm we have no further comments to
offer.

Comments welcomed and noted.

Aberdeen City Council’s Archaeology and Conservation
Teams will be consulted as part of the Planning Application
assessment process.

Consult
Archaeology and
Conservation
Teams on detailed
planning application
for the Hopecroft
(OP20) site.

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.



Scottish Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA)

Summary of Representation Officers Response Action as a result of
Representation

We are pleased to note that the Planning
Brief Document addresses most of the key
issues of interest to SEPA.

We are pleased to note that space for SUDS
has been identified at an early stage.

No mention is made of foul drainage
arrangements for the site, for the avoidance
of doubt where there is a public sewerage
system in close proximity, as is the case
here, waste water drainage from
development within and close to the
settlement envelope should be directed to
that system.

Comments welcomed and noted. Advise developer to
include details of
foul drainage and
connections in any
detailed planning
application.

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.

Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH)

Summary of Representation Officers Response Action as a result of
Representation

Refer to comments made at SEA Screening
stage. SNH agrees that the above Plan is
not likely to have significant environmental
effects in respect of our areas of interest.

Bats, which are European Protected

Comments noted. Mention of the potential requirement for Bat
Survey was added to the Hopecroft Planning Brief during the
SEA Screening consultation stage as a result of SNH and
ACC Environmental Planner recommendations.

Advise developers
that Bat Surveys
may be required in
relation to the
mature trees.



Species, do sometimes roost in crevices in
mature trees and as the City Council’s own
Supplementary Guidance on Bats and
Development (May 2012) mentions; bat
roosts are protected even when bats are not
present. Given the large number of mature
trees earmarked for removal as part of this
development, I would advise that the
developer is made aware of this guidance.
Timely surveys of the standard described
will help minimise the risk of delay if bat
roosts are found and a licence is required.

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.

Local Resident 1

Summary of Representation Officers Response Action as a result of
Representation

Should be maximum of 30 houses. The 3
fields between the “lovers lane” and Forrit
Brae would remain as Green Belt.

It is acknowledged that the ALDP OP20 site allocation is for
30 houses and the Brief indicates up to 65 units may be
accommodated. Despite this significant increase in numbers,
Officers consider the Hopecroft Planning Brief to be
acceptable, and consistent with the Vision and underlying
objectives of the adopted Aberdeen Local Development Plan
2012. The site’s land use zoning is ‘Residential Areas’ and
covered under Policy H1, whereby applications for new
residential development will be approved provided they meet
the criteria set out in this policy.

The Hopecroft Planning Brief includes (in Sections 5.1 and
7.2.2) an analysis of the density and character of the

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.



surrounding area which has informed the potential capacity of
the site. Up to 65 units on this 3.3ha site equates to just under
20 units per hectare. The surrounding context is housing
development of approximately 23 units per hectare.

The Brief also identifies the key site constraints, including (1)
existing trees and (2) the airport noise contour boundary.
Accommodation of these and analysis of the surrounding
context has informed the development layout and design
principles at Hopecroft. The proposed number of units
includes a mix of size and type housing to suit varying needs.

The Brief is consistent with other ALDP policies and the layout
proposed does not constitute overdevelopment of the site.
The design principles outlined in the Brief do not adversely
impact on the character or amenity of the surrounding
residential area. The Planning Brief is considered to
satisfactorily address in design terms the proposed housing
development.

The fields beyond the Lover’s Lane boundary are no longer
Green Belt, this was reviewed as part of the adopted
Aberdeen Local Development Plan 2012 and the fields in
question are now allocated as Opportunity Site OP30 Rowett
South, to be masterplanned as part of the wider Newhills
Expansion area.

One access off Hopetoun Grange. No
private drives giving access to Hopetoun
Grange.

The main vehicular access to the Hopecroft OP20 will be from
Hopetoun Grange. The Planning Brief also proposed an
additional four private driveway accesses to serve the new
housing frontage along the Hopetoun Grange boundary. This

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.



element of the design principles promoted by the Planning
Brief is considered acceptable in design terms and aids the
integration of new and existing residents. Detailed aspects of
driveway design will be explored at detailed planning
application stage and through consultation with Roads
Officers.

15m gap between the trees on Hopetoun
Grange.

A 15 metre “stand off” distance has been applied to the layout
which is required between buildings and trees in order to
alleviate this site constraint. This is detailed in the Planning
Brief and illustrated on Figure 15.

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.

Additional planting take place in a zone
behind the trees on Hopetoun Grange and
behind houses on Hopecroft Avenue to
provide “wildlife corridors”.

A landscaped strip along Hopetoun Grange is illustrated on
Figure 15 of the Hopecroft Planning Brief; however detailed
landscaping with regard to species choice and composition
will be part of the detailed planning application.

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.

Advise relevant
Planning Officer of
comments with
regard to ensuring a
landscape strip
along the Hopetoun
Grange edge.

As part of the 2006 Local Plan Enquiry
concerns raised relating to tree maintenance
and these were resolved.

Comments noted. A Tree Survey has been undertaken by the
Developer to inform the Hopecroft Planning Brief, outline
strategic landscaping propsals and tree works/removal.
However, it should be noted that this survey is subject to
approval from ACC’s Arboricultural Planner as part of the
detailed planning application.

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.

Advise ACC



Arboricultural
Planner of
comments.

Concerns about traffic on Hopetoun Grange
were to be addressed by improvements to
the junction with Sclattie Park.

The Transport Assessment submitted as part of the detailed
planning application will detail how the additional cars
generated from the development can be accommodated on
the network, including appropriate mitigation measures, road
improvements and contribution to the Strategic Transport
Fund. The Transport Assessment will be available as part of
the detailed planning application and representations
available through this consultation process.

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.

No houses to be constructed at North end of
the field due to airport noise.

The Hopecroft Planning Brief has identified the two key site
constraints where no development can encroach. This
includes a 15 metre “stand off” distance applied to the layout
which is required between buildings and trees, and the airport
noise boundary contour has also been applied to the layout.
Through site masterplanning and analysis during the
production of the Planning Brief, it is Officer’s
recommendation that these two key site constraints have
been adequately addressed by the Brief. Detailed noise
impact assessments at ‘on site’ level will however be required
as part of the detailed planning application, along with
consultation with ACC Environmental Health Officers to
ensure residential amenity will be acceptable.

Advise developers
of requirement for
noise impact
assessments at
detailed planning
application stage.

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.

No changes with regard to the above points
could be made without having a Departure
Meeting, the Hopecroft Planning Brief
ignores these points.

It is acknowledged that the ALDP OP20 site allocation is for
30 houses and the Brief indicates up to 65 units may be
accommodated. Despite this significant increase in numbers,
Officers consider the Hopecroft Planning Brief to be
acceptable, and consistent with the Vision and underlying

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.



objectives of the adopted Aberdeen Local Development Plan
2012. The site’s land use zoning is ‘Residential Areas’ and
covered under Policy H1, whereby applications for new
residential development will be approved provided they meet
the criteria set out in this policy.

The Hopecroft Planning Brief includes (in Sections 5.1 and
7.2.2) an analysis of the density and character of the
surrounding area which has informed the potential capacity of
the site. Up to 65 units on this 3.3ha site equates to just under
20 units per hectare. The surrounding context is housing
development of approximately 23 units per hectare.

The Brief also identifies the key site constraints, including (1)
existing trees and (2) the airport noise contour boundary.
Accommodation of these and analysis of the surrounding
context has informed the development layout and design
principles at Hopecroft. The proposed number of units
includes a mix of size and type housing to suit varying needs.

The Brief is consistent with other ALDP policies and the layout
proposed does not constitute overdevelopment of the site..
The design principles outlined in the Brief do not adversely
impact on the character or amenity of the surrounding
residential area. The Planning Brief is considered to
satisfactorily address in design terms the proposed housing
development.

Increase to 65 units unwelcome.
Concern over traffic impact using Hopetoun
Grange will be substantial and probably add

The Transport Assessment submitted as part of the detailed
planning application will detail how the additional cars
generated from the development can be accommodated on

Advise relevant
Roads and
Planning Officers of



up to 200 cars to an already busy road.
Provision of private drives off Hopetoun
Grange each giving access to 3 houses will
increase pressure to park on the road.
Unable to obtain copy of Traffic Impact
Assessment to comment on that.
Trust that Traffic Impact Assessment
addresses the problems that will arise.

the network, including appropriate mitigation measures, road
improvements, parking and contribution to the Strategic
Transport Fund. The Transport Assessment will be available
as part of the detailed planning application and
representations available through this consultation process.

concerns raised.

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.

Tree report seems slanted to favour the
Developer. Developer appears unaware tree
work was undertaken in 2009. Tree removal
on Hopetoun Grange seems excessive.

A Tree Survey has been undertaken by the Developer to a)
inform the Hopecroft Planning Brief, b) outline strategic
landscaping proposals and c) inform tree works/removal.
However, it should be noted that this survey is subject to
approval from ACC’s Arboricultural Planner as part of the
detailed planning application. The concerns raised have been
noted and will be communicated to the relevant Officers for
consideration during detailed assessment and approval of any
tree works.

Advise ACC
Arboricultural
Planner and
relevant Planning
Case Officer of
concerns for
consideration
alongside the
detailed planning
application.

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.

Comments regarding type and finish of
houses will be given at planning application
stage.

Comments on the detailed planning application regarding
these issues are welcome.

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.



Local Resident 2

Summary of Representation Officers Response Action as a result of
Representation

Trees along eastern boundary from
Hopetoun Grange along Hopecroft Avenue
are in need of remedial works in places.

Comments noted. No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.

Advise developer
and relevant
Planning Officer for
consideration
during detailed
planning application
stage.

The drystane dyke boundary has also been
neglected and improvements are required.

Comments noted. No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.

Advise developer
and relevant
Planning Officer for
consideration
during detailed
planning application
stage.

It has been intimated that lime and The Hopecroft Planning Brief does not detail specific tree No amendments to



sycamore trees could be used for screening
purposes.

species proposed on the site, this will be developed during the
detailed planning application process and through
consultation and agreement with ACC’s Arboricultural
Planner.

Planning Brief
document
proposed.

Advise ACC
Arboricultural
Planner of
comments.

Would it be possible to obtain a drawing
giving an outline sketch of both 26 and 28
Hopetoun Grange, plans and elevations.

It is not within the remit of the Hopecroft Planning Brief to
provide plans and elevations of specific houses along the
boundary of the Hopecroft site. The detailed planning
application will provide scale plan drawings of the area
surrounding the site boundary, but not elevations of the
properties in question.

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.

Local Resident 3

Summary of Representation Officers Response Action as a result of
Representation

Concerns over housing numbers, site should
be for 30 houses not 65, and built in
locations at the south end of the field to
avoid traffic noise from A96.

It is acknowledged that the ALDP OP20 site allocation is for
30 houses and the Brief indicates up to 65 units may be
accommodated. Despite this significant increase in numbers,
Officers consider the Hopecroft Planning Brief to be
acceptable, and consistent with the Vision and underlying
objectives of the adopted Aberdeen Local Development Plan
2012. The site’s land use zoning is ‘Residential Areas’ and
covered under Policy H1, whereby applications for new
residential development will be approved provided they meet
the criteria set out in this policy.

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.



The Hopecroft Planning Brief includes (in Sections 5.1 and
7.2.2) an analysis of the density and character of the
surrounding area which has informed the potential capacity of
the site. Up to 65 units on this 3.3ha site equates to just under
20 units per hectare. The surrounding context is housing
development of approximately 23 units per hectare.

The Brief also identifies the key site constraints, including (1)
existing trees and (2) the airport noise contour boundary.
Accommodation of these and analysis of the surrounding
context has informed the development layout and design
principles at Hopecroft. The proposed number of units
includes a mix of size and type housing to suit varying needs.

The Brief is consistent with other ALDP policies and the layout
proposed does not constitute overdevelopment of the site.
The design principles outlined in the Brief do not adversely
impact on the character or amenity of the surrounding
residential area. The Planning Brief is considered to
satisfactorily address in design terms the proposed housing
development.

Traffic noise form the A96 will be considered as part of the
noise impact assessment at detailed planning application
stage.

Note the main entrance/exit will be onto
Hopetoun Grange and driveways of at least
four of the properties ‘open’ onto Hopetoun
Grange.

The main vehicular access to the Hopecroft OP20 will be from
Hopetoun Grange. The Planning Brief also proposed an
additional four private driveway accesses to serve the new
housing frontage along the Hopetoun Grange boundary. This
element of the design principles promoted by the Planning

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.



Brief is considered acceptable in design terms and aids the
integration of new and existing residents. Detailed aspects of
driveway design will be explored at detailed planning
application stage and through consultation with Roads
Officers.

Interested to know when a traffic survey was
done on Hopetoun Grange. Have
undertaken own traffic survey and can
produce evidence of this being a very busy
route from commuters joining the A96 at the
Hopetoun Grange/Sclattie Park junction.

The detailed Planning Application for the Hopecroft OP20 site
will require the submission of a Transport Assessment, which
will include traffic surveys. This will detail how the additional
cars can be accommodated on the network, including
appropriate mitigation measures, road improvements and
contribution to the Strategic Transport Fund. The Transport
Assessment will be available as part of the detailed planning
application and representations available through this
consultation process

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.

Concerns over rat-running through side
streets, volume and speed of traffic.
Concerns over queuing traffic causing
obstructions to driveways by drivers not
leaving a gap.

Issues concerned with traffic generated by the new
development will be addressed through the Transport
Assessment as part of a detailed planning application. It is
not within the remit of this Planning Brief to comment on the
actions of individual drivers actions utilising the local road
network. The Transport Assessment will be available as part
of the detailed planning application and representations
available through this consultation process.

Advise relevant
Roads and
Planning Officers of
concerns regarding
rat-running and
volume of traffic.

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.

65 houses will lead to a minimum of 65 extra
cars, however realistically many of the
properties will have two or three cars per
household. Local transport infrastructure

The Transport Assessment as part of the detailed planning
application will detail how the additional cars generated from
the development can be accommodated on the network,
including appropriate mitigation measures, road

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.



cannot cope with additional cars. improvements and contribution to the Strategic Transport
Fund. It is not within the remit of the Planning Brief to
estimate the number of cars each household will own. The
Transport Assessment will be available as part of the detailed
planning application and representations available through
this consultation process

Local Resident 4

Summary of Representation Officers Response Action as a result of
Representation

Site should only accommodate 30 houses
and the fields beyond the lane known as
‘Lover’s Lane’ should remain Green Belt.
Nothing has changed around the fields or
objections.

It is acknowledged that the ALDP OP20 site allocation is for
30 houses and the Brief indicates up to 65 units may be
accommodated. Despite this significant increase in numbers,
Officers consider the Hopecroft Planning Brief to be
acceptable, and consistent with the Vision and underlying
objectives of the adopted Aberdeen Local Development Plan
2012. The site’s land use zoning is ‘Residential Areas’ and
covered under Policy H1, whereby applications for new
residential development will be approved provided they meet
the criteria set out in this policy.

The Hopecroft Planning Brief includes (in Sections 5.1 and
7.2.2) an analysis of the density and character of the
surrounding area which has informed the potential capacity of
the site. Up to 65 units on this 3.3ha site equates to just under
20 units per hectare. The surrounding context is housing
development of approximately 23 units per hectare.

The Brief also identifies the key site constraints, including (1)

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.



existing trees and (2) the airport noise contour boundary.
Accommodation of these and analysis of the surrounding
context has informed the development layout and design
principles at Hopecroft. The proposed number of units
includes a mix of size and type housing to suit varying needs.

The Brief is consistent with other ALDP policies and the layout
proposed does not constitute overdevelopment of the site.
The design principles outlined in the Brief do not adversely
impact on the character or amenity of the surrounding
residential area. The Planning Brief is considered to
satisfactorily address in design terms the proposed housing
units and ensures compliance with all other ALDP policies.

The fields beyond the Lover’s Lane boundary are no longer
Green Belt, this was reviewed as part of the adopted
Aberdeen Local Development Plan 2012 and the fields in
question are now allocated as Opportunity Site OP30 Rowett
South, to be masterplanned as part of the wider Newhills
Expansion area.

Concerns over local road system,
particularly Hopetoun Grange, becoming
more congested at peak times by addition of
estimated 100+ cars.

Concerns noted. The Planning Application for the Hopecroft
OP20 site will require submission of a Transport Assessment,
which will include traffic surveys. This will detail how the
additional cars can be accommodated on the network,
including appropriate mitigation measures, road
improvements and contribution to the Strategic Transport
Fund. The Transport Assessment will be available as part of
the detailed planning application and representations
available through this consultation process.

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.



Concern over 57dB airport noise contour
line not showing adequate projections to
account for the northeast quadrant of the
field.

The Hopecroft Planning Brief has identified the two key site
constraints where no development can encroach. This
includes a 15 metre “stand off” distance applied to the layout
which is required between buildings and trees, and the airport
noise boundary contour 57dB has also been applied to the
layout. Through site masterplanning and analysis during the
production of the Planning Brief, it is Officer’s
recommendation that these two key site constraints have
been adequately addressed by the Brief. Detailed noise
impact assessments at ‘on site’ level will however be required
as part of the detailed planning application, along with
consultation with ACC Environmental Health Officers to
ensure residential amenity will be acceptable.

Advise developers
of requirement for
noise impact
assessments at
detailed planning
application stage.

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.

The trees facing onto Hopetoun Grange are
protected. These should be retained.

A Tree Survey has been undertaken by the Developer to a)
inform the Hopecroft Planning Brief, b) outline strategic
landscaping proposals and c) inform tree works/removal.
However, it should be noted that this survey is subject to
approval from ACC’s Arboricultural Planner as part of the
detailed planning application. The concerns raised have been
noted and will be communicated to the relevant Officers for
consideration during detailed assessment and approval of any
tree works.

Advise ACC
Arboricultural
Planner and
relevant Planning
Case Officer of
concerns for
consideration
alongside the
detailed planning
application.

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.

The proposed road ending at this second The proposed site access road is proposed to end at the No amendments to



tree line (Lover’s Lane) pre-supposes that
the road will be extended into the Green Belt
fields and further trees will be lost.

western boundary with Lover’s Lane. The road has been
designed with specific reference to ensuring integrated
development of future new communities in the area. It should
be noted that the fields beyond the Lover’s Lane boundary are
no longer Green Belt, this was reviewed as part of the
adopted Aberdeen Local Development Plan 2012 and the
fields in question are now allocated as Opportunity Site OP30
Rowett South, to be masterplanned as part of the wider
Newhills Expansion area. Any tree works along the Lover’s
Lane boundary will be through consultation with ACC’s
Arboricultural Planner during a detailed planning application
for the Hopecroft site and masterplanning exercises for future
sites in the Newhills area.

Planning Brief
document
proposed.

Continued
involvement and
consultation with
ACC Arboricultural
Planner.

Local Resident 5

Summary of Representation Officers Response Action as a result of
Representation

Object to 65 houses on this site, not the 30
which was specified by 2006 Enquiry and
stipulated in the current Aberdeen Local
Development Plan (2012).

It is acknowledged that the ALDP OP20 site allocation is for
30 houses and the Brief indicates up to 65 units may be
accommodated. Despite this significant increase in numbers,
Officers consider the Hopecroft Planning Brief to be
acceptable, and consistent with the Vision and underlying
objectives of the adopted Aberdeen Local Development Plan
2012. The site’s land use zoning is ‘Residential Areas’ and
covered under Policy H1, whereby applications for new
residential development will be approved provided they meet
the criteria set out in this policy.

The Hopecroft Planning Brief includes (in Sections 5.1 and

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.



7.2.2) an analysis of the density and character of the
surrounding area which has informed the potential capacity of
the site. Up to 65 units on this 3.3ha site equates to just under
20 units per hectare. The surrounding context is housing
development of approximately 23 units per hectare.

The Brief also identifies the key site constraints, including (1)
existing trees and (2) the airport noise contour boundary.
Accommodation of these and analysis of the surrounding
context has informed the development layout and design
principles at Hopecroft. The proposed number of units
includes a mix of size and type housing to suit varying needs.

The Brief is consistent with other ALDP policies and the layout
proposed does not constitute overdevelopment of the site..
The design principles outlined in the Brief do not adversely
impact on the character or amenity of the surrounding
residential area. The Planning Brief is considered to
satisfactorily address in design terms the proposed housing
development.

Object to tree removal along the south
boundary along Hopetoun Grange.

A Tree Survey has been undertaken by the Developer to a)
inform the Hopecroft Planning Brief, b) outline strategic
landscaping proposals and c) inform tree works/removal.
However, it should be noted that this survey is subject to
approval from ACC’s Arboricultural Planner as part of the
detailed planning application. The concerns raised have been
noted and will be communicated to the relevant Officers for
consideration during detailed assessment and approval of any
tree works.

Advise ACC
Arboricultural
Planner and
relevant Planning
Case Officer of
concerns for
consideration
alongside the
detailed planning
application.



No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.

Contour line for aircraft noise contour should
be curved not straight. Airport noise will
increase in the future with runway extension.

The Hopecroft Planning Brief has identified the airport noise
boundary contour 57dB which has been applied to the layout
and where no development can occur, and this has been
informed by consultation between the developer’s design
team and Aberdeen International Airport to establish the
trajectory of the contour. When viewed on a City-wide scale
the airport contour lines do indeed appear curved, however
when scaled to fit the Hopecroft site and for illustrative
purposes a straight line is considered acceptable. Through
site masterplanning and analysis during the production of the
Brief, it is officer’s recommendation that the airport noise
constraint which exists on the Hopecroft site has been
adequately addressed by the Brief. Detailed noise impact
assessments at ‘on site’ level will however be required as part
of the detailed planning application, along with consultation
with ACC Environmental Health Officers to ensure residential
amenity will be acceptable.

Advise developers
of requirement for
noise impact
assessments at
detailed planning
application stage.

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.

Concern of impact traffic will have on the
local road system, especially addition of
average 130 cars and at peak times. Access
from Hopetoun Grange is not acceptable.
This has not been addressed in the Brief.

It is not within the remit of the Planning Brief to undertake a
Transport Assessment prior to approval of the document. The
Planning Brief’s role is to provide site specific guidance
highlighting planning policies, site constraints and
opportunities. The Transport Assessment as part of the
detailed planning application will detail how the additional cars
generated from the development can be accommodated on

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.



the network, including appropriate mitigation measures, road
improvements and contribution to the Strategic Transport
Fund. The Hoepcroft site requires provision of a vehicular
access to the site, which has been identified from Hopetoun
Grange through consultation with ACC Roads Officers.
Detailed aspects of junction design and dimensions will form
part of the Transport Assessment and detailed planning
application

Aberdeen Cycle Forum

Summary of Representation Officers Response Action as a result of
Representation

There is a off road dual-use cycle path
enabling access to the airport or the Kirkhill
and/or Dyce Industrial Estates on the north
side of the A96. The two ways to get to the
off road dual-use path are either via the
toucan just west of the Sclattie Park
Roundabout, and the underpass to the
Rowett Institute. This is not mentioned.

Comment noted. Advise developer
and their design
team to amend the
Planning Brief
accordingly to make
reference to this
cycle connection.

Crucial that the underpass is protected and
enhanced as a cycle-friendly route to cross
the A96 and to connect with planned
developments on the Rowett site.

Comments noted and agree. As noted above the cycle path
will be referenced in the Planning Brief. Specific developer
contributions to cycling provision will be discussed during the
detail planning application stage.

Advise relevant
planning officer for
consideration
during assessment
of the detailed
planning
application.

No amendments to



Planning Brief
document proposed
other than those
noted above.

On the west side of the development, there
are paths that are possible cycling/walking
routes to OP30 through Lovers' Lane. As
there is no master plan for OP30, how will
these paths connect, particularly to the
underpass of the A96 dual carriageway is an
open question. These potential connections
as the best option for merging this
development into existing cycle
infrastructure.

Comment noted and agreed. Specific developer contributions
to cycling provision will be discussed during the detail
planning application stage. The comments related to OP30
can feed into the forthcoming masterplanning work on the
Newhills Expansion area.

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.

The only mention of future provision for
cycling is the installation of a few directional
signs and a link from the development to
Hopecroft Drive and to OP30 Development.
This is inadequate given our comments
above.

Concerns noted. Specific developer contributions to cycling
provision will be discussed during the detail planning
application stage. The comments related to OP30 can feed
into the forthcoming masterplanning work on the Newhills
Expansion area.

Advise relevant
planning officer for
consideration
during assessment
of the detailed
planning
application.

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.

Cyclists travelling to the city centre from the
development should be signed to the A96
cycle route at Sclattie Park and Cloverfield

Comments noted. It is not within the remit of the Planning
Brief to detail specific locations for cycle signage. Specific
developer contributions to cycling provision will be discussed

Advise relevant
planning officer for
consideration



Gardens. during the detail planning application stage. during assessment
of the detailed
planning
application.

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.

Local Resident 6

Summary of Representation Officers Response Action as a result of
Representation

It is confusing there is an almost
simultaneous public consultation on the
Planning Brief and the Planning Application.

Comments noted. The decision of the applicant to submit the
planning application at this time is not within the control of the
Planning Authority.

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.

Comments included on a previous
Environment Impact Assessment Screening
Opinion request submitted by the developer.

There is no formal process which allows for representations to
be made for EIA screening opinion requests or requires the
planning authority to consider them. We are also of the
understanding that a response regarding this matter has
already been given by another Planning Officer, and can
confirm that an EIA will not be required for this site.

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.

Object to more than 30 houses. It is acknowledged that the ALDP OP20 site allocation is for
30 houses and the Brief indicates up to 65 units may be
accommodated. Despite this significant increase in numbers,
Officers consider the Hopecroft Planning Brief to be
acceptable, and consistent with the Vision and underlying
objectives of the adopted Aberdeen Local Development Plan

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.



2012. The site’s land use zoning is ‘Residential Areas’ and
covered under Policy H1, whereby applications for new
residential development will be approved provided they meet
the criteria set out in this policy.

The Hopecroft Planning Brief includes (in Sections 5.1 and
7.2.2) analysis of the density and character of the surrounding
area which has informed the potential capacity of the site. Up
to 65 units on this 3.3ha site equates to just under 20 units per
hectare. The surrounding context is housing development of
approximately 23 units per hectare.

The Brief also identifies the key site constraints, including (1)
existing trees and (2) the airport noise contour boundary.
Accommodation of these and analysis of the surrounding
context has informed the development layout and design
principles at Hopecroft. The proposed number of units
includes a mix of size and type housing to suit varying needs.

The Brief is consistent with other ALDP policies and the layout
proposed does not constitute overdevelopment of the site..
The design principles outlined in the Brief do not adversely
impact on the character or amenity of the surrounding
residential area. The Planning Brief is considered to
satisfactorily address in design terms the proposed housing
development.

No houses should be built. The site is allocated in the adopted Aberdeen Local
Development under Policy H1: Residential Areas and
considered suitable for residential development.

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.



Beech trees around the site. Persimmon
Homes’ tree survey condemn so many trees
when a survey done in March 2009 and tree
surgeons inspected and treated the trees
then. Tree Survey needs a second opinion.

A Tree Survey has been undertaken by the Developer to a)
inform the Hopecroft Planning Brief, b) outline strategic
landscaping proposals and c) inform tree works/removal. It is
not within the remit of Officers to respond to specific
comments related to the Tree Survey in considering this
Planning Brief. This survey will be assessed by, and subject
to approval from ACC’s Arboricultural Planner as part of the
detailed planning application. The concerns raised have been
noted and will be communicated to the relevant Officers for
consideration during detailed application assessment and
approval of any tree works.

Advise ACC
Arboricultural
Planner and
relevant Planning
Case Officer of
concerns for
consideration
alongside the
detailed planning
application.

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.

OP20 site is too noisy to provide a
satisfactory environment for new home. The
impact, assessment and control of aircraft
and other noise-nuisance are obscured by
technical details. ACC’s Policy H8 and the
position of the 57dB LAeq,16 aircraft-noise
contour for excluding new houses is
incorrect and noise levels are set to increase
not reduce, and the contour map used in
relation to this policy is inaccurate. If the
noise assessment attached to the
forthcoming planning application is deemed
inadequate, then any replacement may be
submitted too late for public inspection and
comment, as happened with the planning

The map used by the Planning Authority to judge whether
noise is likely to be an issue for any planning application is
shown in Annex C of Aberdeen Airport’s Noise Action Plan.
This suggests that more detailed site Noise Impact
Assessment should be carried out to determine the level of
noise which is an issue for this site and any necessary
mitigation.
The Hopecroft Planning Brief provides site specific guidance
highlighting planning policies, constraints and opportunities.
Although the Brief proposes a development layout, the exact
location of housing units will be informed by the conclusions of
the Noise Impact Assessment once this is agreed as
satisfactory. Aberdeen International Airport will be consulted
on the proposals, and the Noise Impact Assessment, as part
of the detailed planning application process.

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.



consent that ACC gave for this site in 2006. A detailed Noise Impact Assessment will form part of the
detailed planning application and explore technical issues
regarding aircraft noise. Any noise assessment would be
available as part of a detailed planning application and
representations available through this consultation process. It
is Officers’ recommendation that the Brief satisfactorily
considers and highlights the key site constraints for the
purposes of Planning Brief Supplementary Guidance.

Noise impact from the A96 road and the
layout of houses differs from the Planning
Brief and the Planning Application.

The Planning Brief shows an indicative development layout
and presents this by a series of design principles. It is not
within the remit of Officers’ to comment on the content of a
planning application in this Report.

Advise relevant
planning officer for
consideration
during assessment
of the detailed
planning
application.

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.

Noise and vibration from low flying
helicopters.

There are many factors that will affect helicopter routes within
a wide area, and noise maps, similar to those for fixed-wing
aircraft, are not available. Helicopters could potentially fly over
anywhere in the vicinity of the airport if there are safety
reasons for doing so. The Council’s Environmental Health
service and Aberdeen International Airport will be consulted
on the requirements for the Noise Impact Assessment to
ensure that satisfactory living environment can be created.

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.

Noise from ground running at the airport. It is not within the remit of this Planning Brief to consider No amendments to



detailed technical aspects of the Noise Impact Assessment;
this will be assessed as part of the planning application.

Planning Brief
document
proposed.

Road traffic impact on Hopetoun Grange,
could not see Transport Assessment,
Hopetoun Grange 20’s plenty speed limit is
widely ignored, traffic congestion concerns,
object to private driveway access, Road
Traffic report is needed before the Brief go
further.

The Transport Assessment as part of the detailed planning
application will detail how the additional cars generated from
the development can be accommodated on the network,
including appropriate mitigation measures, road
improvements and contribution to the Strategic Transport
Fund. Any Transport Assessment would be available as part
of a detailed planning application and representations
available through this consultation process. It is not within the
remit of this Planning Brief to comment on the actions of
individual drivers actions utilising the local road network.

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.

Air quality concerns regarding smell of partly
burnt aviation fuel.

Concerns noted, however it is not within the remit of this
Planning Brief to consider detailed technical aspects of air
quality; this will be assessed as part of a planning application
through consultation with ACC’s Environmental Health
Officers.

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.

Comments relating to the financial interests
and status of the OP20 Hopecroft site.

Financial issues are not material considerations in the
planning process.

No amendments to
Planning Brief
document
proposed.






























































